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bited less enthus junn for the holy rites of the I Mont of the German marten of this time

modern city than veneration for the aenatus
j
exhibited in their works two separate and dis-

pojmJmsquc Rom tutu of the old. They felt
:

tinct mannerd, the fint before, and the •--

that tbey were tie deacendanta and repreeen- ! cond after, a journey to Italy; and this tra-

tatives of the great master* of the world who Telling to and fro, which gradually became
imparted to history its finest touches of heroism, rery frequent, »w the means of establishing

and patriotism, And nobility; and they longed

that Home should for a second time assume

the Importance of the " world's capital in

appearance as well as in reality, and that

ecclesiastical and pontifical edifices should

now, in spite of the change produced br the

cross upon society, be counterparts of the

temples and palaces of the imperial epoch.

Then, while the merits of pagan and Chris-

tian art were being weighed in the balances.

posed with the most exquisite balance, a modifi-
cation of the antique acanthus forming the baa**,
while from it* husks and centres' isiue flowers
of ever)- conceivable form. In the interstices
laughing cupidons luxuriate, dolphins dmport
themselves, or creatures of the mind's creation.
monsters, and hydras, and chimeras dire/

leer through the foliage, and conceal them-
selves behind Ita branches Hut the foliage

n Germany the style of the Renaissance in iU

best features, though it is occasionally found
strangely combined with native wildness and
traces of lingering Gothic taste. The immense itself it very peculiar, and has never been pro-
resources of the French court gathered around perly examined, though it figures sopromi-
it a concourse of men supremely competent to nently in the stall-frutet of King's College
strengthen the dominion of a style already Chapel, and assumes an unnumbered variety

familiar from the connection 'between France of positions in the **orks of Holbein and
and Italy. Rosso, Ha \ inci, Limousin, and Aldegraver The leaf, uhether in painting,

Cellini, all Appeared in Paris at the summons in sculpture, or in carving1

, is first shaped

a voice was heard from Germany for which of Francis I., and contributed to sweep away like a simple heart, afterwards regularly-

the ears of society were nearly ripe. Doctrines the dying embers of the previous style, which divided into three, and then M-rratrd according

were warmly preached and rapidly promul- the chivalry of the soil nad for a time pro- to the taste* of the designer. It is t* non-

gated that eventually "hook everywhere the longed, fjngland wan, perhaps, more pre^ observance of this rule which bat mainly- ren-

stability of the ceremonies of ancient faith, pared than any other country for an alteration dered the imitative works of recent trench

encouraging fret-dora of thought and suggest- . in the character of her architecture. The artists in bronxe, stone, and other materials,

ing a more diffused species of government in profuse splendour of Henry V II., who devoted less successful than they should have been,

the church. The ha»ty result of these doc- • nis accumulated richee to the erection of one and imparted to them a different character

tnnet, as felt by the northern countries of i of the moet gorgeous monuments in the i from that of genuine wonts of the sixteenth

F.urnpe, was only averted from the holy see ' world, had called into this country Torregiano, century. In decorative art the style has ad-

by the mo»t strmgent measures on the part of
I

and with him a number of Italian workmen, vantages over every other. It pos*e»»ea none

the 1'ope, and the dissemination of the most who could hardly be employed upon the chapel of the childish and unmeaning rococo of the

daring decree ever passed by a religious coun- at Westminster without in some measure in- time of Louis Uuatorze, but U equally capable

ril. Thought \^aa now awake, society was fluencing the arta of the nation, though there of being employed in every object of modern
destined fur a deep and powerful change, pro- must then have been many who were opposed use. without destroying its character, or eon-

gression was imperative, and a return to the to the intrusion of a foreign stvle, since pure toning it to a form for which it is not adapted.

old regime impossible ; and while national in-

stitutions were losing the characteristics they

had worn for a thousand years, art could no

longer remain passive, but lingered in a form Henry VIII. That arrogant monarch, who had

of transition till the discovery of certain rlas- taken advantage of the tendency to Protest-

rpendteular works are met with of a much
wer date. But the case was considerably

altered after the ascent to the throne of

icai grotesques in various parts of Italy fired

the Italian mind with the novelty of their love-

lineas, which RafToelleand Udlne were waiting

to apply to the foundation of another school-

Mi trammels were now boldly hhaken off,

and the artists of Italy with one accord set to

antism to aggrandise himself at the expense of

churches stripped and monasteries destroyed,

in finally establifthing the Reformation, super-

seded the necessity for such works as bad
chiefly employed the Gothic style to execute.

The abbey and the convent were destined to

rood itself became a superstition, and tbe

towering monstrance, with its decorated but-

tresses and delicate spire, was now a thing of

the past. With a very few exceptions, no new

work, earnest! v and devotedly studying the be lost to architecture; tbe silver thurible no

remains of classical antiquity in which their
|
longer swung on the steps of the altar ; the

locality abounded, and applying them in a -

modified form to the production of the many
works which an almost unparalleled amount
of patronage caused to be executed. The ar-

chitect copied old arrangements and principles,

combining at bis own discretion ' order with

order, adding, m he pleased, more or less of

the new clai>s of ornamentation and some relics

of the departing gothie, of which, at a mo-
ment's notice, he wis unable to direst hit

mind. The pointer In the accessories of his

picture introduced the same mixed forms,

while the ill iroinist and the -decorator, in

the enrichments they were called upon
to produce, Imitated the arabesques found

upon ihc walls of the baths of Adrian,

treating those subjects according to their

Many attempts have been made to render the

Gothic style the vehicle for imparting beauty to

our manufactures. Bat none have been at-

tended with success, for that style is so limited

to particular proportions and geometrical ar-

rangements, that in many rases either its prin-

ciples must be violated, or convenience sacri-

ficed to iU absolute demands. 1 1 is the freedom
from specified Urn itutions and restrictions,

whether in form or in proportion, which make*
the style of the Renaissance so suitable for

modem employment in architecture and deco-
rative art. It Is a secular style, which the
Gothic style is not, never hi* l»een, and never
ought to be. in our constructions at tbe present

day utility should he the first thing considered

ilegance o(, outline and ornamentation of

own fancies, and discarding those ornaments by Cardinal Wolsey at Hampton Court, by
many of the nobility in the enrichment of their

country *eaU, and by Anne Boleyn, in the

wonderful organ screen and stalls which her

churches were built, but .the funds appro- detail should not be overlooked, but they should

priated by royalty and lavished on favourite*, always lie subservient to this principle : lx is

were necessarily applied to necular uses. A important equally that the architect of a man-
secular style was therefore requisite—a style I

sion and tue fabrirator of everything U contains

divested of all ecclesiastical meaning, and free hould remember

—

from symbolism, but which afforded ample
I

**
'Tis use alone thst sanctifies eipenie.

scope for the exercise of fancy, as an atone* And iplendour borrow* all ber rsys from sense.'*

ment for all that the Gothic had recently ex- '

I may also lay, in conclusion, that the style

hibited. Exactly such a stylo was found in of tbe Renaissance, in its modern adoption,
the " Renaissance." The workmen, too, after can never be employed a» a servile copy of
the death of their natron, Henry VII"., were its Italian precursor of the sixteenth century,
retained in England to complete what they for it is a favourite requirement nf modern
had commenced, and they were now employed

|
taste that every omamrnt mhould bear mrmi

which they thought inappropriate or ill-timed,

'Che end of the fifteenth century, and the whole
of the sixteenth, continued the use of the same
style, which modern nomenclature has been

|
liberality presented to the chapel, of King's

pleased to term the " Renaissance," not only College, Cambridge. Holbein, the painter,

in the seat of it* birth but In the other coun- I the sculptor, the architect, the carver, and the

tries of Europe. In the latter fields it was _ goldsmith to the British court, completed the

sown partly by the efforts of men of genius— transformation of art from a religious to a

for, whate%*er a great man achieves, inferior secular establishment.

successors are sure to imitate. Every art now i How, then, may the style of the Renaissance

possessed some master mind at it* head, and be described.'

the ultimate acquaintance of all the arts with
t

Architecturally speaking, it is often a hete-

architecture I have already endeavoured to

•hew. Painting and sculpture now gloried in

the names of Raffielle, Leonarda da Vinci,

Michaelangelo. John of Bologna, and a crowd
of others, who hive purchased immcrtabty.
The goldsmiths' art was represented by Ben-
venuta Cellini, of Florence, Francesco and
Girolamo Veronese, with their pupil Julio

Clorio, performed tasks impracticable to all

others, in book illumination ; Lorenzo Ghi-
herti made the *' Gates of Paradise," worked
in bronze ; artists of the highest stand-
ing lent their names to the manufacture
of Foenza-ware and Majolica ; wood-carvings,
engravings, and designs for decorative art,

i«sued from the ateliers of Diirer, Cranach,
and Holbein ;, Lronard Limousin and the
Courtoya, unler the auspices of Francis I.,

produced the most wonderful pictures in

enamel; while ornamental painting wnf car-
ried to a high degree of perfection by Mabeu-
Rfs ; and irahosque designs l>oa«lea of such
men as Udine, Romano, l'rimaticcio, Alde-
Kraver, and Beham.

allusion to the purpose of the building or object
upon which it it placed i the gryphon*,
and tritons, and dolphins, and nameless mon-
sters, therefore, however thev mar be tolerated
a* the accessories ot buddings' which have
become venerable from antiquity, or from the
association of some immortal name, it would
hardly be desirable to repeat in the nineteenth

century, when the fields or gardens of nature
offer so wide « range for the studv of the de-

1 signer ; and the Iudian foliage to be used i* so

I diversified in its arrangement, that monotony
miy I* easily avoided. Heraldic em bellinh-

rogeneous combination of the various orders meots may always be retained,, and appropriate

of classical antiquity; but, in the purest ex- devices occupy the position of the wild and
ample « which have descended to us, one feeling insolent: grotesque.

is seen to pervade an entire edifice,—a feeling I have thus endeavoured a* briefly as possi-

ba^ed upon some form of the Grec'.an or ble to convey *ome idea of the rircunvtances
Roman, and enriched with the substitution of which ushered ihe style of Renaissance into ex -

various conventional heads and flowers for istence. offered some reanons for the rapidity

the honeysuckle and acanthus, to which the of its extension through Europe, and sug-
original architect so often con6ned himself. . gested that its appbcability at the present day-

Rut the accessory decorations are by far the depends upon the fact that it is a secular

principal features of the style. Volutes, a* if rather than a religious style of art. The
in extension of the Ionic capital, are applied sanctity which is thrown around it is derived

in a thousand different ways; in some in- less from any characteristics of its own than
stances foliated, in others enriched upon the from the giant names that have associated

face by a series of indentations, assuming themselves with it. England may, perhaps,

either the form, of an ellipse or of the letter J. scarcely hope that a new Cellini should impart
Sometimes they are curled and threaded, as if

they were representations of leather straps.

arranged in a most complicated manner ; but
the friezes and panels, ornamented with bat*

reliefs, are the principal charm in architectural

works of the sixteenth century. Here un-
bridled fancy roves through a succession of

forms selected from botb kingdoms, dls-
|
slept for 300 years

an unheard-of value to Aer gold, a Clovio il-

lustrate by magic the pages of Aer hietorv, or 1

« Udine enhven (or *er the walls of a northern
Vatican, but her nrtiats may at least learn to

venerate what they possess of a period so mag-
nificent, and may strive, at least in one depart-.

ment, to re-animate beauties of art which Itave
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